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a b s t r a c t

Accurate and consistent characterization of defects in steam generator tubes (SGT) in nuclear power
plants is one of the key issues in the field of nondestructive testing since the large number of signals to be
analyzed in a time-limited in-service inspection causes a serious problem in practice. This paper presents
an effective approach to this difficult task of automated classification of motorized rotating pancake coil
(MRPC) eddy current flaw acquired from tube specimens with deliberated defects using deep neural
networks (DNN). This approach consists of five steps, namely, the data acquisition using the MRPC probe
in the tube, the signal preprocessing to make data more suitable for training DNN, the data augmentation
for boosting a training performance, the training of DNN, and finally demonstration of the trained DNN
for discriminating the axial and circumferential defects. The high performance obtained in this study
shows that DNN is useful for classification of defects in tubes from the MRPC eddy current signals even
though the number of signals is very large.
© 2019 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The steam generator (SG) of a nuclear power plant transfers the
heat generated by nuclear fragmentation of uranium in the primary
water to the secondary water to generate the steam, which is used
to run the turbines to generate electricity. A typically SG is shown in
Fig. 1 [1].

As shown in Fig. 2 [2], one steam generator (SG) consists of
about 10,000 tubes, and the tube is made of Inconel with a thick-
ness of about 1 mm and a diameter of about 19 mm. The steam
generator tubes (SGT) are continuously exposed to harsh environ-
mental conditions including high temperatures, pressures and fluid
flow rates. These conditions cause material interactions that lead to
various types of degradation mechanisms, such as mechanical
wear, fitting, volume change, outer-diameter stress corrosion
cracking (ODSCC), primary water stress corrosion cracking
(PWSCC), and intergranular attack (IGA) [3]. These degradations
can damage the tube, causing the coolant which contaminatedwith
radioactivity on the primary side to leak to the secondary side.

Therefore, it is necessary to secure the integrity of the SGTs of
nuclear power plants through periodic inspection.

The SGTs are typically tested for eddy current using bobbin
probes and motorized rotating pancake coil (MRPC) probes. The
bobbin coil eddy current testing (ECT) has a merit that it is suitable
for inspecting a very long and large number of heat pipes because it
is possible to inspect at high speed [3]. However, defects occurring
in the vicinity of the tube support structure are mixed with the
structure signals and it is difficult to analyze the signals, and it is
difficult to find the circumferential cracks. The MRPC probe [4]
improves the disadvantage of the bobbin probe by moving the
small designed coil in the axial direction while rotating at high
speed in the tube.

Since a typical MRPC probe consists of three coils and usually
uses multifrequency (3e5 frequencies) techniques, the amount of
data is so large that it is very difficult to accurately and consistently
inspect large amounts of data in a time-limited in-service inspec-
tion (ISI). For this reason, automated evaluation techniques for
MRPC ECT signals have been developed in various institutions such
as EPRI [5], Zetec [6], Orano [7], and KHNP [8].

However, those analysis is a simply automated version of
manual interpretationwhich is strongly relied on themeasurement
of eddy current signal parameters such as peak-to-peak voltage and
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phase angle.
Having this analysis more automatic and simpler is strongly

desired. Especially, it would be ideal to design intelligent tools that
can analyze all the signals captured by three coils in MPRC probe in
a real time fashion. In this case, the number of signals is large, so
that it would be useful to have a tool that can handle these large
amounts of information in an automated fashion. Deep neural
networks are ideally suited for this purpose since they can learn
how to classify and analyze themassive signals by themselves if the
human trains the network well enough with fine data [9,10].

In this paper, we propose the MRPC eddy current flaw classifi-
cation in tubes using DNN. The tube specimen used here has SG
type properties of the combustion engineering system 80.

2. MRPC ECT of SG tubes

The MRPC probes as shown in Fig. 3 typically consist of three
different types of coils (two pancake coils and one þ point coil)
spaced 120� apart in the circumferential direction. The probe ro-
tates inside the tube at very high speed while moves in the axial
direction [11]. For this reason, the trajectory of the coil has a spiral
shape during the MRPC inspection as shown in Fig. 4, and the
signals of the coil provide both axial and circumferential location
information for any flaws.

The straight tube inspection using 3 Coil MRPC probe is gener-
ally performed under the conditions shown in Table 1 [12]. In this
paper, only the signals of þPoint coil at 300 kHz and mid-range
Pancake coil at 300 kHz are used to classify the direction of defects.

3. Specimen and experiment

3.1. Tube specimen with deliberated defects

We have prepared defects of various sizes for classifying defects
according to their directions. The material of the test specimen is
Inconel 690 with an inner diameter of 0.75 in and a thickness of
0.043 in. The shape and specification of defects are shown in
Figs. 5e8 and Tables 2e5.

3.2. MRPC data acquisition

The experimental setup has 400 sampling rate, 0.15inch/sec of
moving speed, and 400RPM of ratating speed to obtain MRPC data
of prepared defects. All those used in the experimental setup are
products of Zetec except for test specimens. The frequency of each
coil was set as shown in Table 1. Sampling rate was set to 400
samples/sec, and the moving speed of the probe was 0.15 inch/sec.
The rotation speed of the probe was set at 300 rpm (round per
minute).

Sampling rate, moving speed and rotation speed all depend on
the number of points per unit length in the axial and circumfer-
ential directions. The criteria for data quality verification in the field
should be at least 25 samples/inch in the axial direction and at least
30 samples/inch in the circumferential direction [13]. When data is
acquired under the conditions in Table 6, both axial and circum-
ferential resolutions are approximately 33 samples/inch.

The EDM Combo MRPC Standard as shown in Fig. 9 is used for
the calibrated test specimen signals, and its diameter, thickness and
material are the same as the test specimen. Deliberated defects
specimen and Standard test specimen were connected in parallel
and acquired at the same time, thereby enabling calibration of
deliberated defects signals.

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of a steam generator in a nuclear power plant [1].

Fig. 2. A steam generator consisting of a bundle of tubes [2].

Fig. 3. Coil MRPC probe.
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Fig. 4. Trajectory of coil in a tube when inspection using MRPC probe.

Table 1
General conditions of 3 Coil MRPC probe testing at straight tube.

Type of coil Frequencies (kHz)

Pancake Coil 1 (Mid-Range) 400, 300, 100, 20
þPoint Coil 400, 300, 100
Pancake Coil 2 (High-freq.) 400, 700

Fig. 5. Schematic of OD (outer diameter) axial defect.

Fig. 6. Schematic of OD circumferential defect.

Fig. 7. Schematic of ID (inner diameter) axial defect.

Fig. 8. Schematic of ID circumferential defect.

Table 2
Specifications of OD axial defect.

Number Size of defects (mm)

Length Width Depth

OA-1 2.98 0.15 0.87
OA-2 5.99 0.15 0.86
OA-3 8.99 0.15 0.88
OA-4 11.99 0.15 0.88

Table 3
Specifications of OD circumferential defect.

Number Size of defects (mm)

Length Width Depth

OC-1 5.01 0.39 0.19
OC-2 3.00 0.39 0.31
OC-3 3.99 0.29 0.29
OC-4 4.52 0.30 0.31
OC-5 4.51 0.19 0.41
OC-6 3.00 0.29 0.41
OC-7 4.99 0.19 0.41

Table 4
Specifications of ID axial defect.

Number Size of defects (mm)

Length Width Depth

IA-1 2.99 0.11 0.13
IA-2 2.51 0.11 0.19
IA-3 2.02 0.11 0.19
IA-4 0.99 0.20 0.13
IA-5 0.11 0.21 0.19
IA-6 1.99 0.13 0.10
IA-7 1.01 0.19 0.12
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3.3. Preprocessing

The first step in signal preprocessing is usually the calibration of
the instrument. The calibration procedure consists of phase rota-
tion and voltage scaling. The phase rotation is the process of
rotating the angle of the reference flaw signal to a given angle. The
voltage scaling is also the process of normalizing the amplitude of a
reference flaw signal to a given amplitude. In this paper, an angle of
20% inner diameter axial crack signal is rotated by 15� and the
voltage of the 100% through wall axial crack signal is normalized to
20 V [13].

The second step in preprocessing is the synchronization [13].
MRPC ECT raw data is basically one-dimensional data, but here are
stored trigger pulses that occur everyone revolution. The syn-
chronization is a process of converting one-dimensional data to an
image using these trigger pulses. The first of the synchronization is
to cut the signal based on the trigger pulse position, to set it to a
certain length using interpolation, and sequentially stack it in the
axial direction to convert the one-dimensional data into the two-
dimensional data. The second is to convert data from 2D format
to image format by converting from value to color using a specific
color mapping.

Fig. 10(a) shows the calibrated one-dimensional signal while
Fig. 10(b) shows the result of synchronization. Synchronization is
performed on both real and imaginary components of the data for
two coils (mid-range pancake coil and þpoint coil) at 300 kHz. As a
result, in this paper, a total of four images (2 components � 2 coils)

were used for DNN-based defects classification.

3.4. Acquired signals after preprocessing

After the signal preprocessing, images of various defects were
obtained. Fig. 11 shows images of each element for the mid-range
pancake coil for OA-1 (axial defect #1 at outer diameter in Fig. 5).
Fig. 12 shows images of each element for þ point coil for OA-1.
Figs. 13 and 14 show images each element for each coil for OC-5
(circumference defect #5 at outer diameter in Fig. 6).

As shown in Figs. 11(b) and 13(b), an imaginary signal of the
pancake coil has a positive value regardless of the direction of the
defect. On the other hand, as shown in Figs. 12 and 14, the signals of
the real and imaginary elements of the þpoint coil signal are
reversed depending on the direction of the defect.

4. Training of deep neural network

Deep neural networks are the numerical simulation model to
copy the mechanism of biological neurons. Deep neural networks

Table 5
Specifications of ID circumferential defect.

Number Size of defects (mm)

Length Width Depth

IC-1 2.01 0.19 0.10
IC-2 2.98 0.13 0.11

Table 6
MRPC signals database.

Defects No of signals

þPoint Pancake

Axial 50 77
Circum 52 47
Non 1199 911
Total 1301 1035

Fig. 9. Drawing of EDM combo MRPC standard.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. Synchronization of calibrated Std. imaginary signal of pancake coil(MR) at
300 kHz (a) 1D data (b) synchronized 2D image.
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have two or more hidden layers to enhance training and testing
capacity.

4.1. MRPC database

To generate the database for deep neural network, 300 kHz

of þpoint and mid-range pancake coil data are used. While MRPC
system rotates and moves forward, one round of scan line can be a
single datum. As MRPC data has vertical and horizontal compo-
nents, these two scan lines are linked together to form a single
datum.

Since defects and probe have dimension, one defect can
generate several data as MRPC system rotates. Experiments are
done for 11 axial and 9 circumferential cracks. The summary of
signals for each data category is in Table 6.

4.2. Input data to DNN

Data augmentation is useful method to increase the amount of
data for deep neural network. With this technique, new signals can
be generated from existing ones, boost the number of signals
artificially.

The sampling points of each scan line are interpolated as same.
However, interpolated value may vary depending on which speci-
mens are used to generate data. To match the sampling points for
every data, zero-padding has been put on each side of every signals.
For example, if a scan line has 166 sampling points, 45 zeros are
padded each side to make sampling points 256, and another scan
line has 170 sampling points, 43 zeros are padded each side tomake
sampling points 256 also. If the sampling points are multiples of
two, interpolation of data and deep learning process are more
stable. Fig. 15 shows the zero-padded input data for DNN of each
case, þpoint and pancake.

Furthermore, to increase the training performance, the sam-
pling points are set as 2048 amount with maintaining shape of the
signal using interpolation. After matching the sampling point as
multiples of two, point shift is used to boost the number of defect
signals. As the signals have zero padding, the non-zero signals were
shifted to certain points in the range of padded zeros. Since non-
defect data has enough number, data augmentation is done to
defect signals only.

To check the trained network works properly, the data have
been divided into two parts, training and testing. To do that, 10% of
signal is randomly picked to make testing data, and testing data
should not be used for training. The summary of augmented signals
for each data category is in Table 7.

4.3. Neural network structure

To train deep neural network, 3 hidden layered structure has
been used. Input layer has 2048 nodes that is the same number

Fig. 11. OA-1 Signal of pancake coil(MR) at 300 kHz 2D image (a) Real (b) Imaginary.

Fig. 12. OA-1 Signal of þpoint coil at 300 kHz 2D image (a) Real (b) Imaginary.

Fig. 13. OC-5 Signal of pancake coil(MR) at 300 kHz 2D image (a) Real (b) Imaginary.

Fig. 14. OC-5 Signal of þpoint coil at 300 kHz 2D image (a) Real (b) Imaginary.
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with sampling points of each scan line. For hidden layers, 512, 128,
and 64 numbers of nodes are in each layer. Output layer contains 3
nodes since the signals should be classified in 3 kinds that are axial,
circumferential, and non-cracks. The brief structure of deep neural
network is shown in Fig. 16.

The activation function in the hidden layers is rectified linear
unit (ReLU) that represents as ReLU(x) ¼ max(0,x) because its
performance is already proved for deep neural networks [9,10].

4.4. Random drop out method

Since deep neural network has huge number of hidden nodes,
there are more than enough learning parameters. This can be a
problem if deep neural network has far many hidden layers, the
network fits too well on training data only. Therefore, the perfor-
mance on testing data can be reduced. This phenomenon is known

as overfitting. To control this problem, many regularization
methods have been suggested, and the random drop out method is
one of the most powerful methods [14].

Random drop out can avoid overfitting of deep neural network
by dropping some random nodes in layers during the training [15].
It can prevent co-adaptation between layers and nodes of deep feed
forward neural network on each training case. The nodes to drop
are chosen randomly in particular chance, in this study, with the
probability of 0.5 [16]. Therefore, 50% of randomly picked nodes are
disabled in the network for regularization.

5. Performance of DNN

By using þ point and pancake signal, respectively, the network
was trained for 500 epochs. As shown in Fig. 17, in case of
the þpoint, within these epochs, the overall average testing accu-
racy is 97.17%, and the pancake has overall average testing accuracy
as 97.19%. Fluctuation around convergence point can be seen, and
this happens because of the oscillation of gradient around global
minimum loss. This can be reduced by decreasing the learning rate
of DNN, but it needs longer training time.

It can be seen from Tables 8 and 9 that DNN with random drop
out has the considerably high testing performance in both þ point
and pancake.

For þ point result, trained DNN responds 96% of axial cracks
correctly, with 4% of axial cracks are missed. In case of circumfer-
ential cracks, 96.15% of signals are classified correctly and 3.85% are
missed. For the non-crack signal, network responds with 100%
accuracy.

Fig. 15. Input data for DNN (a) þpoint (b) pancake.

Table 7
MRPC data augmentation.

Defects No of signals

þPoint Pancake

Training Testing Training Testing

Axial 225 25 347 38
Circum 234 26 212 23
Non 1080 119 820 91
Total 1709 1531

Fig. 16. Schematic structure of DNN. Fig. 17. Performance index of þpoint and pancake.
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For the case of pancake signals, trained DNN responds 97.37% of
axial cracks correctly, with missing 2.63% of them. In case of the
circumferential cracks, 100% of signals are classified correctly. For
the non-crack signal, network responds in a 100% accuracy also.

6. Conclusion and discussion

In this study, the automated classification of motorized rotating
pancake coil (MRPC) eddy current flaw obtained from tube spec-
imen with deliberated defects using DNN. Using DNN, with
the þpoint coil signal, the overall classification performance is
97.17%, and with the pancake coil signal, the overall classification
performance is 97.19%. This result demonstrates the very high
possibility that the DNN can be used in practice as an automated
data processing tool for MRPC eddy current testing of steam
generator tubes.
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